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A bundle of the two books in the Stripped series, STRIPPED BARE, and STRIPPED DOWN.

Stripped Bare:

What happens when you mix a bachelorette party, the queen of dating disasters, and a stripper so hot he was forged

from the fires of hell? Screwed. You get screwed.

 

Cocky. Commanding. Powerful. Relentless.

Those four words all summed up West Rykman perfectly.

So did filthy, dirty, sexy, and addictive.

He was supposed to be my one night stand...not my new marketing client.

He was definitely not supposed to be back inside my pants, not that anybody told him that.

I knew one thing: What West Rykman wanted, West Rykman got.

And he wanted me.

 

What happens in Vegas... might just make you stay.

Stripped Down:

What do you get when you mix a bottle of tequila, a single mom moonlighting as a stripper, and her sinfully sexy

boss with an impulsive side?

Married. You get married.
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Rich. Demanding. Hot. Crazy.

That was Beckett Cruz in a nutshell.

Not to mention wild, determined, dangerous, and forbidden.

He was my boss—and, after a drunken moment of insanity, my new husband.

An annulment was impossible... so was keeping him.

I was taking my daughter and leaving, determined to give her a quieter life.

But Beckett Cruz had never taken no for an answer.

And he wasn't about to take mine.

 

What happens in Vegas... might just keep you there.

BONUS: Includes the first three chapters of SIN (Vegas Nights, #1) at the end of the bundle.
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